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CITIZEN ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

REGULAR ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING AGENDA 
CITY HALL CONFERENCE ROOM 

July 30, 2018 — 6:00 p.m. 

 
Study Session, Regular Council & TURA meetings are being digitally recorded and will be available  

on the City website: www.cityoftalent.org.  
 

The Energy Citizen Advisory Committee of the City of Talent will meet at 6:00 p.m. on Monday, July 30, 
2018, at City Hall, 110 E. Main Street. The meeting location is accessible to persons with disabilities. A 
request for an interpreter for the hearing impaired, or for other accommodations for persons with disabilities, 
should be made at least 48 hours in advance of the meeting to the City Recorder at 541-535-1566, ext. 
1012. 
 
The Citizen Advisory Committee reserves the right to add or delete items as needed, change the order of 
the agenda, and discuss any other business deemed necessary at the time of the meeting and/or study 
session. 
   
REGULAR ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING — 6:00 p.m. 
 
1. Call to Order/Roll Call 

2. Overview of the Task 

3. Invitation for Citizen Introductions and Commentary 

Limited to 5 minutes per Chair’s discretion 

4. Approval of Committee Meeting 3 and 4 Minutes 

4.1 June 25, 2018 Minutes ................................................................(not included in packet) 

4.2  July 9, 2018 Minutes ...................................................................(not included in packet) 

5. Informational Items for Policy 1 Language 

5.1 Solar Energy and Access sections 10-40, Division J, Article 8 of the Talent Zoning 
Code ................................................................................................................................ 3-5 

5.2 Talent Housing Element .............................................................................................. 6-13  

6. Approval or Amendment of Policy 1  

6.1 Policy 1: Energy Efficiency and Conservation + Introduction .............................. 14-27 

7. Informational Items for Policy 2 Language 

7.1  S.B. 1547 Oregon Community Solar Program legislation (select page) ................... 30 

7.2  Public Utility Commission AR 603 ................................................................................ 31  

8. Approval or Amendment of Policy 2 
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8.1  Policy 2: Energy Generation ..................................................................................... 32-37 

9. Approval or Amendment of Policy 3  

9.1 Policy 3: Energy Resilience ...................................................................................... 38-39 

10. Policy 4 Introduction 

10.1 Policy 4: Local Economy ........................................................................................... 40-41 

11. Adjournment

The City of Talent is an Equal Opportunity Provider 
Note: This agenda and the entire agenda packet, including staff reports, referenced documents, resolutions and ordinances are posted 

on the City of Talent website (www.cityoftalent.org) in advance of each meeting. 
In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, if you need special assistance to participate in this meeting, please contact 

TTY phone number 1-800-735-2900 for English and for Spanish please contact TTY phone number 1-800-735-3896.   

http://www.cityoftalent.org/


Committee Agenda Report 
  

 

Meeting Date: July 30, 2018 Primary Staff Contact:  Connor Shields  

Department: Community Development E-Mail:  cshields@cityoftalent.org 

Staff Recommendation:  See Below 
 

Estimated Time:  
 

5 Minutes  

 

ISSUE BEFORE THE COMMITTEE 
Informational items for suggested Policy 1 language changes 
 
BACKGROUND 
Committee members requested that staff perform additional research to a) clarify the definition of a density 
bonus, b) identify any existing provisions regarding solar access for individual properties and b) to identify 
any existing objectives and implementation strategies in the Talent Housing Element that pertain to the 
further development of space- or energy-efficient housing types and affordable housing. Staff was able to 
uncover findings for both requests by the committee. The relevant documents which contain staff’s findings 
have been included in this meeting packet and are immediately following this staff report.  
 
In conversation with Community Development Director Zac Moody, the definition of a density bonus was 
clarified. The definition of a density bonus is a granted increase in a development’s planned density, governed 
by the zone it is slated to be developed within, if the developer alters their design plans to comply with XYZ. 
“XYZ” may represent a provision of affordability or increased energy efficiency of building design and/or 
materials, for example. 
 
Staff was able to find an existing section of the Zoning Code with provisions for the preservation of solar 
access for individual properties in Talent. In light of this finding, staff has adjusted Policy 1 Implementation 
Strategy 1.5d to exclude the prior language calling for the creation of a solar access ordinance.  
 
Examining the Talent Housing Element lead staff to confirm that language pertaining to cottage cluster 
homes and the intent to establish, by ordinance, this housing type as a permittable residential use type does 
exist. For this reason, staff has recalled their prior language suggestion for Policy 1 Objective 1.6/IS 1.6a. 
Staff identified at least four implementation strategies that contained language encouraging the development 
of space-efficient, energy-efficient, and affordable housing types. The current suggestions for Objective 1.6 
and Implementation Strategies 1.6a, 1.6b, and 1.6c reflect staff’s research findings. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
RELATED COUNCIL POLICIES 
N/A 
 
POTENTIAL MOTIONS 
N/A 
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ATTACHMENT(s) 
 

Exhibit A – Solar Energy and Access sections 10-40, Division J, Article 8 of the Talent Zoning Code 

 
Exhibit B – City of Talent’s Housing Element 
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J-75 

8-3 Division J.  Article 8. 

SOLAR ENERGY AND ACCESS  

8-3J.810  PURPOSE 

Because of the existing shortage of conventional energy sources, it has been determined to be in 
the public interest to encourage the use of solar energy for the heating and cooling of buildings and 
providing hot water for use in buildings or swimming pools. As a general rule existing zoning 
regulations for height, setback, and lot density limitations in residential areas are sufficient to 
permit adequate access to sunlight by each lot without obstruction by adjacent structures. Trees 
should be planted in such a manner as to prevent the casting of shadows upon solar collectors. 
However, where existing zoning is insufficient to provide adequate protection from interference by 
structures, trees or topography, it is the intent of this Article to provide adequate protection for the 
use of solar collectors without at the same time causing undue hardships on the rights of property 
owners.  

8-3J.820 USE OF SOLAR COLLECTORS 

The use of solar energy collectors for the purpose of providing energy for heating and/or cooling 
is a permitted use within all zones, whether as a part of a structure or incidental to a group of 
structures in the nearby vicinity. Use of solar energy collectors is subject to the restraints imposed 
by the diversity of topography within the City of Talent city limits plus the zoning, height and 
setback limitations contained within this Chapter, and existing trees. No guarantee is hereby given 
that all property within the city limits of the City of Talent is entitled to the use of solar collectors. 
However, as a general policy, reasonable care should be taken to protect the opportunity for the 
utilization of solar collectors at all of the locations available.  

8-3J.830 PROTECTION OF SOLAR COLLECTOR’S ACCESS TO LIGHT 

A. Solar easements across contiguous or nearby lots, tracts, or land may be created to establish 
a window of exposure to the sun so as to protect an existing or intended solar collector’s 
exposure to the sun from obstruction by buildings and trees. 

1. Solar easements may be purchased, reserved, granted, or otherwise obtained. Adverse 
possession cannot create such an estate.  

2. An easement infringed upon is a compensable property right through private remedy. 

B. Solar easements shall contain at least: 

1. A legal description of the real property benefited and burdened by the easement; and,  

2. A description of the solar energy easement sufficient to determine the space over the 
burdened property which must remain unobstructed. 

C. A solar easement may, at the discretion of the easement owner, be recorded and filed in the 
office of the County Recorder and copies thereof filed with the City Recorder.  
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8-3J .8  

Solar Access J-76 Zoning Code 

D. Any person seeking a building permit to construct or modify any structure or building so 
as to increase the consumption of airspace over that lot shall certify in writing that no solar 
easement exists over that lot. Where a solar easement exists, the applicant for the permit 
shall present a copy of the deed containing the legal description of the easement unless the 
easement is already recorded with the City Recorder. Should the City Planner determine 
that the proposed construction would intrude upon the easement, no building permit shall 
be granted.  

8-3J.840 SPECIAL HEIGHT AND SETBACKS TO PROVIDE SOLAR ACCESS 

A. The Planning Commission may grant a variance to setbacks and other lot requirements 
prescribed by a zone in which a development is proposed, or require special setbacks and 
heights for buildings, objects or vegetation in order to permit unimpaired access to the sun. 
Special setbacks or heights requested or required shall conform to the following conditions: 

1. Development within developed areas. When a development is proposed in an area 
where shadows will be cast on properties that are fully developed, special setbacks and 
heights requested or required shall not permit a proposed development to: 

a. Interfere with an existing solar collector attached to a dwelling, a passive solar 
system or solar easement; and 

b. Cast a shadow on a major south wall of a building used for human occupancy; 

c. Under unavoidable circumstances, major south roof access may be considered 
adequate solar access for properties within a reasonable vicinity when: 

(1) Lot size and shape, existing land use, and topographic conditions prohibit 
better solar access; and 

(2) The affected property owners have been notified of the intended proposal and 
the effects on their property and have either given their written approval or 
have not provided comment within twenty (20) days.  

2. Development within undeveloped areas. When a development is proposed in an area 
where shadows will be cast on properties that are vacant or not fully developed, special 
setbacks and heights requested or required shall not permit the development: 

a. To cast a shadow within an existing solar easement; 

b. To cast a shadow within the buildable area of the shaded property or cast a shadow 
higher than six (6) feet at the property line, whichever provides greater flexibility 
for the developer of the proposal; or 

c. Preclude the opportunity to reasonably install a solar collector or utilize other 
passive or active solar techniques upon shaded property.  

3. Determination of developed and undeveloped areas. The City Planner shall 
determine whether a development proposed is in a developed or undeveloped area, or 
whether it is partially located in both. The Planning Commission and City Council may 
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8-3J .8  
 

Solar Access J-77 Zoning Code 

reverse the Planner’s decision.  

B. If, for reason of solar orientation, a development such as a subdivision, or several 
contiguous lots are being developed cooperatively or as a unit, all yard regulations may be 
varied to carry out said purpose, providing that the Planning Commission after public 
notice and hearing, as set forth in 8-3M.150, is of the opinion that such a development will 
not be injurious to adjacent property.  

C. For determining shadow patterns, a 16-degree solar altitude shall be used and shadows 
shall be determined for those cast between the hours beginning at 9:00 a.m. and ending at 
3:00 p.m., Pacific Standard Time on the 21st day of November. The hours of 9:00 a.m. and 
3:00 p.m. on November 21 constitute a 45º measurement east and west of due north. 

[amended 15 October 2008; Ord. No. 847] 
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City of Talent Comprehensive Plan  Element G:  Housing 

10. This includes monitoring residential development (through permits) as well as 
land consumption (e.g. development on vacant, or partially vacant lands). 

Implementation Steps: (1) Develop a monitoring system for land 
development based on development applications, starting with the 
inventory of buildable lands completed for the 2016 housing needs analysis. 
(2) Update the inventory of buildable lands on an annual basis. 

When: within 1 to 2 years of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City staff 

POLICY 2: Opportunity for Development of a Range of Housing Types:  Provide 
opportunities for development of a range of housing types that are affordable to households at all 
income levels as described in the Talent Housing Needs Analysis. These housing types include 
(but are not limited to): single-family detached housing, accessory dwellings, cottage housing, 
manufactured housing, townhouses, duplexes, and apartments. 

HUD sets a Median Family Income (MFI) for each county in the nation based on information from 
the U.S. Census’ American Community Survey. The MFI is meant to provide information about 
the income of an average family. In 2016, Jackson County’s MFI was $53,000. 

Objective 2.1: Provide opportunity for and support the development of housing affordable 
to low-income households, including government-assisted housing. HUD defines low-
income households as households with less than 60% of MFI (about $32,000 in 2016). 

Implementation Strategy 2.1a: Partner with non-profit housing developers 
including, but not limited to Jackson County Housing Authority to encourage 
development of new housing projects in Talent, especially when the City’s support 
can help acquire funds to develop affordable housing. 

Implementation Steps: Actively engage in discussions with non-profit 
housing developers about supporting development of affordable housing 
projects in Talent and how the City can support these developments. 

When: Ongoing 

Partners: City Staff, Planning Commission and Non-Profit Housing 
Developers 

Implementation Strategy 2.1b: Partner with the non-profit housing developers 
and other social service organizations to expedite new housing projects when their 
programs have funds committed to such projects.  

Implementation Steps: Actively engage in discussions with non-profit 
housing developers about supporting development of affordable housing 
projects in Talent and how the City can support these developments. 

When: Ongoing 

Partners: City Staff and Non-Profit Housing Developers 

Implementation Strategy 2.1c: Revise ordinances to encourage the development 
of accessory dwelling units or other similar small scale dwellings on existing and 
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Element G:  Housing  City of Talent Comprehensive Plan 

proposed lots to provide a source of affordable housing, such as standardizing the 
development review process rather than requiring a public hearing. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Develop standards and streamline the review 
process for developing accessory dwelling units or other similar small scale 
dwellings in Talent and (2) adopt the revised regulations through a public 
process.  

When: within 1 year of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff and Planning Commission 

Implementation Strategy 2.1d:  Evaluate methods for the reduction of systems 
development charges for dwelling units based on the square footage of the unit. 

Implementation Steps: Provide optional methods to calculate system 
development charges for dwelling units based on the square footage of the 
unit.  

When: within 1 year of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff and Planning Commission 

Implementation Steps:  Adopt new system development charge fees 
specific to the development of accessory dwelling units or other similar 
small scale dwellings.    

When: within 2 to 3 year of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff  

Implementation Strategy 2.1e: Evaluate the use of Inclusionary Zoning (IZ) or 
other incentive programs as a means of encouraging the development of lower cost 
market-rate housing.   

Implementation Steps: (1) Evaluate and determine the appropriate zoning 
designation(s) or area appropriate (if IZs are determined appropriate) for the 
use of Inclusionary Zoning and (2) if IZs are determined appropriate, 
identify locations where the use of IZ would be either voluntary or required 
and (3) establish standards and incentives necessary to ensure the successful 
use of IZs.    

When: within 1 to 3 year of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff and Planning Commission 

Objective 2.2: Provide opportunity for and support the development of housing affordable 
to moderate and higher-income households. HUD defines moderate and higher-income as 
households with incomes between 60% and 120% of MFI (about $32,000 to $64,000 in 
2016). 

Objective 2.2 will be implemented through implementing Policy 1, Policy 3, and  
Policy 4.  

Objective 2.3: Provide opportunity for and support the development of housing affordable 
to higher-income as households with incomes above 120% of MFI ($64,000 and above in 
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City of Talent Comprehensive Plan  Element G:  Housing 

2016). 

Implementation Strategy 2.3: Develop a wide-range of single-family detached 
housing, including single-family detached on larger lots (e.g., 8,000 square feet 
lots). 

Implementation Steps: (1) Identify necessary changes to the zoning and 
subdivision code to allow for larger-lot housing. 

When: within 3 to 5 years of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff and Planning Commission 

Objective 2.4: Support renovation and redevelopment of existing housing in Talent.  

Implementation Strategy 2.4a: Develop a process to identify housing that has 
been abandoned or not occupied for a long-term period. 

Implementation Steps: Work with existing sources of information to 
identify abandoned or unoccupied housing  

When: within 1 to 2 years of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff 

Implementation Steps:  Maintain a list of abandoned or unoccupied housing. 

When: On-going 

Partners: City Staff 

Implementation Strategy 2.4b: Work with the property owners to expedite the 
renovation or redevelopment abandoned or vacant housing.  

Implementation Steps: Work with property-owners to expedite renovation 
or redevelopment of abandoned or unoccupied housing. 

When: On-going 

Partners: City Staff 

Implementation Strategy 2.4c: Develop an expedited building permit process for 
substantial redevelopment and renovation of existing housing. 

Implementation Steps: Work with Jackson County Building Inspection 
Services to develop the expedited building process. 

When: within 3 to 5 years of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff 

POLICY 3: Efficient Development Patterns: The City will support and encourage residential 
development, infill, and redevelopment, especially in downtown, as a way to use land and existing 
infrastructure more efficiently and promote pedestrian-oriented commercial development in 
downtown. 

“Infill” is additional development on the vacant portion of a tax lot with existing development (i.e., 
putting a new residence on a 2-acre tax lot where the existing residence occupies one-half of an 
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Element G:  Housing  City of Talent Comprehensive Plan 

acre). “Redevelopment” is when an existing building is demolished and a new building is built, 
adding additional capacity for more housing. Redevelopment could also include substantial 
renovations of an existing building that increases the residential capacity of the building. 

Objective 3.1: Provide a variety of housing types in Talent at densities that support 
maintaining densities of 6.6 dwelling units per gross acre through 2035 and 7.6 dwelling 
units per gross acre between 2036 and 2060 in urban reserves and areas within the urban 
growth boundary but outside of the city limits.   

Implementation Strategy 3.1a: Evaluate opportunities for allowing smaller lots 
in Talent’s Low Density Residential zoning designations. RS-7 has a minimum lot 
size of 6,000 square feet and RS-5 has a minimum lot size of 7,000 square feet. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Develop regulations allowing smaller lot sizes 
and (2) develop and adopt changes to the Comprehensive Plan and zoning 
ordinance to implement these changes through a public process. 

When: within 1 to 2 years of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff and Planning Commission 

Implementation Strategy 3.1b: Evaluate the development of a cottage housing 
ordinance to allow for development of small single-family detached housing 
clustered on a lot, possibly with the inclusion of park or open space.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Develop a cottage housing ordinance and (2) 
develop and adopt changes to the Comprehensive Plan and zoning 
ordinance to implement these changes through a public process. 

When: within 1 to 2 years of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff and Planning Commission 

Implementation Strategy 3.1c: Evaluate development of a tiny house ordinance 
to allow for development of tiny houses clustered on a lot, possibly with the 
inclusion of park or open space.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Evaluate the development of a tiny house 
ordinance and (2) develop and adopt changes to the Comprehensive Plan 
and zoning ordinance to implement these changes through a public process. 

When: within 2 to 3 years of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff and Planning Commission 

Implementation Strategy 3.1d: Evaluate adoption of minimum and maximum 
densities in the Medium Density and High Density residential designations and 
zones.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Develop minimum and maximum density 
standards in each of the zones in the Medium and High Density residential 
designations and (2) changes to the Comprehensive Plan and zoning 
ordinance to implement these changes through a public process. 

When: within 1 to 2 years of the Element’s adoption 
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City of Talent Comprehensive Plan  Element G:  Housing 

Partners: City Staff and Planning Commission 

Objective 3.2: The City will develop policies and programs to encourage residential and 
mixed-use development in downtown. (Consistent with Economic Objective 2.1.) 

Implementation Strategy 3.2a: Provide additional opportunities, beyond what the 
City currently provides, for development of housing within the downtown area in a 
way that also promotes business through mixed-use development. 

Implementation Steps: Identify opportunities for development of housing in 
the downtown area.  

When: within 2 to 5 years of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff and Planning Commission 

Implementation Strategy 3.2b: Evaluate the need for developing a Downtown 
Business District Overlay that supports development of multiple-story buildings 
(with a maximum of 45 feet) as a permitted use, rather than a conditional use.  

Implementation Steps: Develop a Downtown Business District Overlay and 
the necessary regulations that support the development of multiple-story 
buildings as a permitted use, coordinating with Economic Strategy 2.2.  

When: within 2 to 5 years of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff and Planning Commission 

Implementation Strategy 3.2c: Refine design standards for a new Downtown 
Business District (when it is established) based on the Old Town District Overlay, 
to encourage mixed use development and ensure a reasonable transition between 
single-story and multiple-story buildings.  

Implementation Steps: Develop design standards for the Downtown 
Business District Overlay to encourage reasonable transition between 
single-story and multiple-story buildings, coordinating with Economic 
Strategy 5.4d. 

When: within 2 to 5 years of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff and Planning Commission 

Implementation Strategy 3.2d: Identify and plan for investments and 
infrastructure necessary to support redevelopment of key sites in downtown. 
(Consistent with Economic Strategy 2.1f.) 

Implementation Steps: (1) As identified in the Economy Element, Strategy 
2.1e, identify investments necessary to implement the master plans. (2) 
Identify and include available funding for the infrastructure investments 
into the Capital Improvements Plan. 

When: within 5 to 10 years of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff 

Objective 3.3: The City will develop policies and programs to encourage residential and 
mixed-use development in other areas of the city.  
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Implementation Strategy 3.3a: Support and encourage implementation or 
amendments of the West Valley View Master Plan to develop or redevelop 
properties within the West Valley View Master Plan area. (Consistent with 
Economic Strategy 2.1d.) 

Implementation Steps: (1) Identify funding sources for developing master 
plans for these areas. (2) Develop scope of work and hire consultants to 
develop the master plans.  

When: within 1 to 3 years of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff  

Implementation Strategy 3.3b: Evaluate opportunities to rezone commercial land 
on streets not adjacent to Talent Avenue to meet identified residential land needs. 
(Consistent with Economic Strategy 2.2a.) 

Implementation Steps: (1) Identify undeveloped commercial land in areas 
compatible for development of needed housing types. 

When: within 1 to 2 years of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff 

Implementation Strategy 3.3c: Develop zoning regulations that allow ground 
floor residential use as a temporary use in commercial mixed-use buildings. These 
regulations should include provisions such as: design standards to ensure that the 
ground floor in new commercial buildings is designed for commercial use and 
zoning districts or overlay areas these uses are allowed. (Consistent with Economic 
Strategy 2.2b.) 

Implementation Steps: (1) Review and identify opportunities to implement 
policies to allow temporary ground floor residential use in commercial 
mixed-use buildings and (2) adopt revised design standards for mixed use 
buildings with these allowances.   

When: within 2 to 3 years of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff and Planning Commission 

Objective 3.4:  Evaluate the City’s access and circulation standards in the zoning and 
subdivision codes to encourage efficient development. 

POLICY 4: Zoning Flexibility: The City will support residential development through adopting 
a flexible zoning code that provides City Staff with flexibility to balance the need for housing and 
to provide consistency with the required density targets in the RPS (in urban reserves and areas 
within the urban growth boundary but outside of the city limits, develop at an average of 6.6 
dwelling units per gross acre through 2035 and 7.6 dwelling units per gross acre between 2036 and 
2060) while protecting scenic and natural resources and maintaining the quality of life of the 
residents of Talent.  

Objective 4.1: Consider standards for residential development that allow for flexibility in 
lot size standards and required setbacks.  

Implementation Strategy 4.1: Revise the City’s flag lot ordinance to provide 
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consistency with other residential zones for lot setback requirements and to provide 
opportunities for increased density.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Evaluate flag lot standards, reviewing lot size, 
dimensions and access and (2) Revise ordinance to more clearly define flag 
lots, identify the purpose of a flag lot, when and how many flag lots can be 
created and specify standards.   

When: within 2 to 3 years of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff and Planning Commission 

Objective 4.2: Consider standards for residential parking standards based on the number 
of bedrooms and/or size of the unit.  

Implementation Strategy 4.2a: Develop parking standards for cottage housing, 
tiny houses, and multifamily housing based upon the number of bedrooms and/or 
size of unit rather than the number of units to encourage smaller units in new 
residential developments and to increase opportunities for affordable housing 
through decreased development costs. 

Implementation Steps: Adopt regulations that minimize parking standards 
for smaller units, including but not limited to reductions in the standards 
when the development is near transit facilities, in the downtown area or 
when the development is for senior or disabled housing and Adopt standards 
that reduce parking requirements when a public transit pass is offered as an 
annual amenity.   

When: within 1 to 3 years of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff and Planning Commission 

Implementation Strategy 4.2b: Consider developing parking standards in the 
downtown core to ensure that adequate parking is available to all residential and 
commercial uses.   

Implementation Steps: Adopt regulations that provide for an adequate 
supply of parking for commercial uses and that account for increased 
residential density in the downtown area.   

When: within 1 to 3 years of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff and Planning Commission 

Objective 4.3: Streamline the City’s building permit review process to encourage an 
expedited review of all types of building permits.  

Implementation Strategy 4.3: Review the current process for building permit 
review and processing time with Jackson County and make recommendations to 
increase the speed of the building permit review process.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with Jackson County to revise the City’s 
current Intergovernmental Agreement (IGS) to include new building permit 
review and processing procedures to ensure the timely review of building 
permits.  
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When: within 2 to 3 years of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff and Planning Commission 

Objective 4.4: Streamline the site planning criteria in the zoning ordinance to make it 
clearer for citizens and staff as to when a development proposal requires Planning 
Commission review.  

Implementation Strategy 4.4: Review the current site planning criteria in the 
zoning ordinance and propose changes to the ordinance.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with Planning Commission revise site 
planning criteria and (2) adopt revised criteria through a public process.  

When: within 1 year of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff and Planning Commission 

Objective 4.5: Develop policies or regulations that incentivize the use of energy efficient 
or alternative building materials for affordable housing projects.  

Implementation Strategy 4.5: Evaluate the use of density bonus regulations for 
projects that incorporate the use of energy efficient materials and techniques. 

Implementation Steps: Work with private and non-profit builders to develop 
density bonus regulations for affordable housing projects that incorporate 
the use of energy efficient materials and techniques. 

When: within 3 to 5 years of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff and Planning Commission 

Objective 4.6: Consider the use a form-based housing and zoning regulations in the City’s 
residential and commercial zones as a means of encouraging a range of multi-unit or 
clustered housing types compatible in scale with single-family homes. 

Implementation Strategy 4.6a: Complete a community visioning process that 
evaluates the use of a form-based code to diversify the choices available for 
households of different age, size and income and that create vibrant, diverse, 
sustainable and walkable urban places. 

When: within 2 to 3 year of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff and Planning Commission 

Implementation Strategy 4.6b: Consider developing zoning regulations that 
allow architects, planners, and developers to be creative and to begin to create 
immediate, viable solutions to address the mismatch between housing stock and 
what the market is demanding.   

When: within 2 to 3 year of the Element’s adoption 

Partners: City Staff and Planning Commission 
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CITY OF TALENT, OREGON 

2018-2038 COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 
CLEAN ENERGY ELEMENT 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

It is now an accepted reality that climate change is upon us. Resolving the challenges it brings 

will require significant changes to our overall approach toward energy. Over the last few years, 

cities around the globe have taken the initiative to change their sources of energy and how they 

use it. Local governments have an indispensable role to play in reducing greenhouse gas 

emissions, in developing the fundamental shape of community transportation systems and 

buildings, in helping individuals make informed choices about their energy use, and in shaping 

local policy to fulfill these roles. 

Talent, Oregon is one of those communities wanting to make a difference. At the request of the 

Mayor Darby Ayers-Flood , a group of residents assembled to create a Clean Energy Action 

Plan, with the hope that an adopted action plan would be incorporated into the City’s 

Comprehensive Plan. Following a community envisioning workshop in October 2015, over a 

dozen volunteers came together to develop the Talent Clean Energy Action Plan 2018-2030 

CEAP 2030 (see Appendix A). To help spearhead the Plan’s efforts, the same volunteers also 

created a Year One Action Plan (see Appendix B).  These volunteers labored over 1,000 hours to 

consult with subject matter experts, other cities and towns, and to do the research that resulted in 

the creation and presentation of the Plan in November of 2016 to the Talent City Council. The 

fundamental goals of the 2030 Plan are to increase energy efficiency in existing and new 

buildings and to utilize renewable energy sources for 100% of Talent’s power to reduce overall 

energy consumption and to increase the resiliency of local power supplies, all while generating 

local economic activity throughout the process. The 2030 Plan contains both clearly 

implementable, short-term actions that can take advantage of existing programs and 

opportunities, as well as longer-term strategies that require substantial research on their 

respective feasibility.  

Prior to the creation of this document, the City of Talent has already implemented significant 

efforts which embrace the conservation of energy in its operations and infrastructure. These 

efforts include a successful transition of over half of its streetlight supply to LED bulbs, the 

installation of a 15.7 kW solar PV system on the roof of its Community Center facility, an 

enrollment of six of its facilities in the Energy Trust of Oregon’s Strategic Energy Management 

program to realize 5% annual reductions in electricity and gas usage, the acquisition of Talent’s 

Commented [CS1]: “Following a comm envisioning 
workshop…over a dozen volunteers came together to 
develop the CEAP 2030…to kick off the Plan the 
volunteers also developed a Year One Action Plan for 
2017-18 (see appendix B).”  

Commented [CS2]: New paragraph: 
At the time of this document’s adoption, the City of 
Talent has already 
implemented/accomplished/fruition/etc.  

a)SEM 
b)CC solar 
c)LED Streetlight phase-in 
d)EV Charger 
e)2 years of RARE AmeriCorps Participants (maybe 
#3!) 
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first ever public electric vehicle charging station, and two years of committed funding to a full-

time, contracted Resource Assistance for Rural Environments (RARE) AmeriCorps Participant 

working as the City’s Energy Efficiency Coordinator. These actions mark the beginning of a 

long and diligent commitment to greater energy conservation and to the increased use of 

renewable energy.  

The following Energy Element is heavily inspired by the content of the Talent Clean Energy 

Action Plan 2018-2030 and is recognized as the City of Talent’s official policy document for 

implementing the goals and actions of that Plan. With respect for standard planning practice, the 

Talent Energy Element has been written with an intended implementation period of 20 years 

which is why the timeline for the Energy Element’s implementation is not aligned with the 

timeline of the Clean Energy Action Plan that inspired it..   
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POLICY 1: ENERGY EFFICIENCY & CONSERVATION  
(EE&C) 

 

POLICY 1: Energy Efficiency & Conservation (EE&C): It is the policy of the City to reduce 

the consumption of electricity and natural gas by 30% based on 2015 energy consumption levels 

by advancing the adoption of conservation measures and the installation of more efficient 

technologies in existing and new residential, commercial, industrial and municipal buildings.  

 

Objective 1.1: Increase public awareness of and access to existing energy efficiency and 

conservation programs.  

 

Implementation Strategy 1.1a: Educate all Talent residents and businesses  on existing 

EE&C programs and resources through effective and appropriate public information 

channels, outlets, presentations and meetings while prioritizing low-income areas and 

manufactured home neighborhoods.  

Implementation Strategy 1.1b: Partner with and support community groups and 

associations in coordinating campaigns and scheduling events to encourage homeowners, 

property and facility managers, renters and landlords to develop plans, identify resources 

and benefits, and implement action to increase EE&C in the residential sector.  

 

Objective 1.2: Demonstrate a commitment to EE&C policy and practice in municipal buildings, 

on City-owned lands, and in City-owned vehicles. 

Implementation Strategy 1.2a: Perform energy audits for City-owned buildings every 

two years to establish energy use benchmarks and report progress to City Council and on 

the City’s website. 

Implementation Strategy 1.2b: Set site-specific goals to reduce energy use in municipal 

buildings that incorporate energy management, efficiency-related upgrades and 

conservation policies. 

Implementation Strategy 1.2c: Transition all municipal buildings and street lighting to 

more energy efficient technologies, such as LED lamps, that adhere to International Dark 

Sky Association lighting recommendations in a financially responsible and timely 

manner.  

Implementation Strategy 1.2d: All new city buildings, or new construction on City-

owned property, will be designed and constructed to achieve net zero site energy, as 

defined by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory.  

Commented [CS3]: (insert) “Reduce energy use by 
30% based on 2015 consumption levels…” – Vice-
Chair Sohl 
--- 
There are no 2015 measurements for fuel oil, propane, 
or gasoline that I am aware of – Staff 
--- 
 

Commented [CS4]: Insert contextual footnote on 2011 
Renewable Energy Assessment conducted by RVCOG 
+ others  

Commented [CS5]: (insert) “…and vehicles.” – Vice-
Chair Sohl 

Commented [CS6]: (insert) “…to City Council and on 
the City’s website.” – Vice-Chair Sohl 
 

Commented [CS7]: (rephrase) “Set site-specific goals 
to reduce energy use in municipal buildings…” – Vice-
Chair Sohl 

Commented [CS8]: (insert) “Work to ensure that all 
current and future outdoor lighting is compliant with 
International Dark Sky Association recommendations… 
…Work toward a goal of making all current and future 
codes and ordinances concerning outdoor lighting are 
compliant with International Dark Sky 
recommendations.” – Member Bizeau 
--- 
(insert) “…in a financially responsible and timely 
manner.” – Vice-Chair Sohl 

Commented [CS9]: (rephrase) “…will be designed 
and constructed…” – Vice-Chair Sohl 
--- 
(remove) “or as close as is feasible” – Vice Chair Sohl 
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Implementation Strategy 1.2e: Conduct a feasibility study regarding the transitioning of 

the municipal motorized vehicle fleet from fossil-fuel power to renewable energy power. 

Implementation Strategy 1.2f: Encourage the Phoenix-Talent school district, and other 

public entities such as the Talent Irrigation District or District 5 Fire Department to set 

goals and policy to reduce energy consumption for each of its buildings that include both 

management, conservation and efficiency upgrades.  

Implementation Strategy 1.2g: Collaborate with Phoenix-Talent school district, and 

other public entities such as the Talent Irrigation District or District 5 Fire Department, to 

identify ways to fund energy conservation and efficiency projects through avenues such 

as the public purpose fund. 

Implementation Strategy 1.2h: Collaborate with the Phoenix-Talent school district, and 

other public entities such as the Talent Irrigation District or District 5 Fire Department, to 

develop methods for regularly monitoring and sharing progress with Talent residents on 

energy and cost savings. Avenues for sharing progress could include articles in the Talent 

News & Review, paper water bill inserts and the City’s website.  

Objective 1.3: Develop and adopt an outdoor lighting ordinance that defines energy efficiency 

exterior lighting standards for all land uses.  

Implementation Strategy 1.3a: Work with appropriate community organizations to 

develop an outdoor lighting ordinance for residential, commercial and municipal land 

uses. Lighting standards may adhere to existing recommendations on energy efficient 

lighting such as the International Dark Sky Association’s outdoor lighting 

recommendations for energy efficient lighting products and practices. 

 

Objective 1.4: Increase efficiency of existing residential, commercial and municipal buildings to 

achieve energy savings of 30% compared to 2015 consumption levels through education, 

retrofits, and renovations. 

 

Implementation Strategy 1.4a: Promote and support outreach, programs and incentives 

to audit existing structures built before 2011 and present cost-benefit analyses of 

implementing energy efficient measures. Additionally, provide relevant financing options 

or no-cost eligibility programs, such as the Low-Income Weatherization Assistance 

program, to audited building owners to encourage the implementation of suggested 

improvements.  

Implementation Strategy 1.4b:  Promote programs and incentives for energy audits in 

existing commercial and industrial buildings and present cost-benefit analyses of 

implementing energy efficient measures with relevant financing options to audited 

building owners to encourage the implementation of suggested improvements. Partner 

Commented [CS10]: (insert) “…the municipal 
motorized vehicle fleet…” – Vice-Chair Sohl 
--- 
(rephrase) “from fossil fuel power to renewable energy 
power” – Vice-Chair Sohl 

Commented [CS11]: (move) IS 1.2g to 1.2f  
Establishing an order of operation: 1.2g is about 
reducing energy while 1.2f is about seeking ways to 
fund the reduction of energy use – Vice-Chair Sohl 

Commented [CS12]: (rephrase) “to fund energy 
conservation and efficiency projects through avenues 
such as the public purpose fund.” – Vice-Chair Sohl 

Commented [CS13]: (insert) Specify here or 
elsewhere exactly HOW information will be shared. 
Suggestions include the T&NR and direct mailing via 
water bill inserts and other direct mailings – Member 
Bizeau 

Commented [CS14]: Member Bizeau was emphatic in 
multiple comments pertaining to IS 1.2c and former IS 
1.3e. 
This new Objective 1.3 is staff’s example of how 
exterior lighting efficiency can be incorporated into the 
Energy Element while simultaneously catalyzing the 
formation of a Dark Sky ordinance for Talent as stated 
in the 2018-19 Council Goals.  

Commented [CS15]: When will the 30% reduction be 
achieved by? Is the City going to assume this is 
possible based on the Talent CEAP 2018-30? How 
was this goal arrived at? Is it based on any scientific 
plan on how a graduated savings of energy use will be 
obtained? Listing a specific percentage is not prudent 
without an accompanying, objective measure of how 
this will be accomplished. – Member Bizeau   
--- 
(rephrase) “Municipal” and/or “residential” and/or 
“commercial” and/or “industrial” – Vice Chair Sohl 

Commented [CS16]: (rephrase) “As-Is” to “existing” – 
Vice Chair Sohl, Member Bizeau 
--- 
Should “existing structures” be more specific to include 
the vintage of house (e.g. existing structures 
constructed before 1990) or the density of structure? – 
Member Bizeau 
--- 
(rephrase) “present cost-benefit analyses for 
implementing energy efficient retrofits…” – Vice Chair 
Sohl 
--- 
(rephrase) “Present relevant financing options to 
audited building owners to aid in the implementation of 
suggested retrofits.” – Staff 
--- ...

Commented [CS17]: (rephrase) Combine IS 1.3b with 
IS 1.3d…they seem very similar 
Vice Chair Sohl 
--- 
(rephrase) “As-Is” to “existing” - Staff 
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with organizations and agencies, such as the Energy Trust of Oregon and the Oregon 

Department of Energy to ensure all Talent businesses learn and know about existing 

energy saving incentives for efficient appliances and other energy saving technologies. 

Implementation Strategy 1.4c: Develop a partnership and outreach program with the 

Talent Chamber of Commerce to promote EE&C practices, programs and resources for 

existing commercial and industrial businesses in Talent. Develop a recognition program 

for businesses who are pursuing energy conservation or efficiency measures and building 

designs, such as interior lighting upgrades, HVAC replacements or exterior lighting 

upgrades that adhere to energy saving lighting standards. Develop objective criteria for 

businesses to be recognized and review business’ activities every two years. Recognition 

could be given with the distribution of a designed physical and digital logo that can be 

placed on the business’ building as a sticker or on the business’ website.  

Implementation Strategy 1.4d: Develop educational materials that would inform 

current homeowners on the potential energy savings of complying with the Oregon 

Residential Specialty Code and the Oregon Reach Code provided by the Oregon Building 

Codes Division. 

Implementation Strategy 1.4g: Work with community groups to implement an 

incandescent-to-LED lightbulb replacement program for residents.  

Implementation Strategy 1.4h: Increase awareness of energy management systems as 

an option for residential and commercial building owners to more effectively track 

energy usage and change use habits accordingly. 
 

Objective 1.5: Encourage building designs that surpass the minimum energy code provisions of 

the current statewide building code for all new construction, including additions. 

Implementation Strategy 1.5a: Support state and national green building certification 

programs by developing educational materials that would be made available to 

developers and builders on the City’s website and in the Community Development office.  

Implementation Strategy 1.5b: Develop an incentive program that encourages 

residential developers and builders to meet the standards and guidelines of state or 

national green building programs that exceed minimum structural code provisions for 

residential energy efficiency mandated by the State of Oregon Building Codes Division 

by granting the developers and builders a reduction in system development charges or a 

density bonus. Building plans that demonstrate compliance with the following green 

building certification  programs, or others that satisfy Objective 1.5, will be eligible for 

the incentive program: The Earth Advantage certification program, the Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification program, and the Passive House 

certification program.  

Commented [CS18]: (move) Incorporate IS 1.6d into 
IS 1.3c with language on Talent Chamber of 
Commerce. – Vice Chair Sohl 
--- 
Maybe we need a business-specific section 
(Objective?) – Vice Chair Sohl 
--- 
Great incentive. Recognition program should be public 
– like stickers they can put on their door, logo on their 
website. Make recognition program have objective 
criteria, reviewed every 2 years, for example. Criteria 
could include “LED lighting retrofits, outdoor LED/Dark 
Sky approved outdoor lighting, etc.” – Member Bizeau 
 
Please don’t waste energy by lighting the sky. It would 
be very much of a missed opportunity NOT to fold in 
Dark Sky recommendations for residential, public and 
private businesses. This is important to wildlife as well. 
– Member Bizeau 

Commented [CS19]: Redundant of IS 1.5a below - 
Staff 

Commented [CS20]: (rephrase) “…to implement an 
incandescent-to-LED lightbulb replacement program…” 
– Vice Chair Sohl  
--- 
(move) Place strategy underneath Objective 1.6 
“Encourage reductions of energy use at the residential 
and business levels.” – Vice Chair Sohl 
--- 
(insert) Integrate recommendations from International 
Dark Sky Association (IDA) into residential guidelines 
for LED lights – Member Bizeau 

Commented [CS21]: (moved) Formerly IS 1.5d 
“energy management systems…”, moved into 1.4 
because staff thinks this strategy more closely aligns 
with Objective 1.4 - Staff 
 
Is this strategy necessary in light regional smart 
metering installations? – Vice Chair Sohl 
 
Love this - would this be a partnership with Pacific 
Power and Blue Sky? – Member Bizeau 

Commented [CS22]: Allows for more flexibility of new 
construction while still encouraging above-and-beyond 
efficiency standards - Staff 

Commented [CS23]: (insert) “providing or developing 
educational materials” – Vice Chair Sohl 

Commented [CS24]: Skeptical about how useful this 
will be. Are there ways to make this more specific? – 
Vice Chair Sohl 

Commented [CS25]: Added for specificity -Staff 

Commented [CS26]: For Zac: What would such a 
program look like once it was developed? – Vice Chair 
Sohl 
--- 
Zac’s response: Likely an SDC reduction or granting 
builders with density or height bonuses 
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Implementation Strategy 1.5c: Develop an incentive program that encourages 

commercial developers and builders to meet the standards and guidelines of state or 

national green building programs that exceed minimum structural code provisions for 

residential energy efficiency mandated by the State of Oregon Building Codes Division 

by granting the developers and builders a reduction in system development charges or a 

density bonus. Building plans that demonstrate compliance with the following green 

building certification programs, or others that satisfy Objective 1.5, will be eligible for 

the incentive program: The Green Building Initiative’s Green Globes certification 

program, the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification 

program, the National Green Building Standard, and the Living Building Challenge.  

Implementation Strategy 1.5e: Develop regulations that promote energy conserving site 

designs, including the revision of landscape ordinances to promote the use of strategic 

vegetation planting to aid in energy conservation. and site ordinances to promote solar 

access.  

Objective 1.6: Pursue the objectives of the Talent Housing Element that encourage the 

development of small-scale, affordable dwellings that utilize energy-efficient building materials 

and contribute to land use development patterns that conserve energy. 

 

Implementation Strategy 1.6a: Pursue Objective 3.1b of the Talent Housing Element by 

evaluating the development of a cottage house ordinance.  

Implementation Strategy 1.6a: Amend the Talent Zoning Code to accommodate 

cottage-cluster housing developments. 

Implementation Strategy 1.6b: Pursue Objective 3.1c of the Talent Housing Element by 

evaluating the development of a tiny house ordinance. 

 

Implementation Strategy 1.6c: Pursue Objective 4.5 of the Talent Housing Element by 

developing density bonus regulations that create incentive for housing projects that 

incorporate the use of energy efficient or otherwise environmentally sustainable building 

materials in affordable housing projects. 

   

 

Objective 1.7: Develop and maintain educational opportunities in various community spaces 

that provide knowledge on how to achieve greater energy efficiency. 

 

Implementation Strategy 1.7a: Work with the Energy Trust of Oregon to provide 

content to residents and business owners with knowledge on how to achieve greater 

energy efficiency in their buildings.  

 

Commented [CS27]: Does this complement the Talent 
Housing Needs Analysis? - Staff 

Commented [CS28]: Staff reviewed the Talent 
Housing Element (G) and found multiple objectives in 
Policy 2, 3 and 4 that seek to encourage the 
development of more affordable housing types 
including small-scale dwellings such as cottage 
clusters and accessory dwelling units (ADUs). 
Implementations strategies found by staff include 
language about:  

a) developing density bonus regulations with 
private/non-profit housing builders,  
b) to streamline the development plan review 
process for ADUs (incentive for greater development 
of housing type), and 
c) The development of ordinances specific to tiny 
homes and cottage-cluster homes. 

- Staff 
-- 
Staff found case studies of space/energy efficient 
residential developments from the Oregon Dept. of 
Transportation and Dept. of Land Conservation and 
Development’s joint Character-Compatible, Space-
Efficient Housing Options for Single-Dwelling 
Neighborhoods report (May 2016) 

-Include cases for ADUs, Cottage Cluster 
developments and others 

Commented [CS29]: Feels like an Objective statement 
– Vice Chair Sohl 
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Implementation Strategy 1.7b: Investigate the feasibility of leveraging a sponsorship 

from Energy Trust of Oregon to develop opportunities in public spaces for community 

members to increase their understanding of potential energy savings that can be 

accomplished in their homes. Examples of opportunities include hosting a light bulb cost 

comparison display or a digital kiosk with an internet connection to provide visitors the 

opportunity to order Energy Trust’s Energy Saver Kits or to estimate their carbon 

footprint. Locations of displays could include the annual Harvest Festival, the Talent 

Library and parking lots of local businesses, such as the Pump House, at peak customer 

times. 

 

Implementation Strategy 1.7c: Establish an annual procedure to acquire community 

wide energy use data from utility providers and make data accessible to community 

members illustrating a month-to-month breakdown of energy consumption by sector with 

comparison to 2015 energy consumption levels. The illustrative data may be made 

accessible on the City’s website and/or by direct mail through water bill inserts. 

 

Implementation Strategy 1.7d: Encourage utility providers to develop a system for 

energy end users to compare their energy use to previous years.  

 

 

 

 

Commented [CS30]: Expand examples of 
opportunities to include “Harvest Festival, Talent 
Library at busiest times, parking lots of busiest 
businesses (e.g. Pump House) – Member Bizeau 

Commented [CS31]: (insert) “…with an internet 
connection…” – Chair Ponomareff 

Commented [CS32]: (insert) “…or to estimate their 
carbon footprint.” – Chair Ponomareff 

Commented [CS33]: (rephrase) I think it should be at 
least presented annually with a month by month, 
sector by sector breakdown – Vice Chair Sohl 
 
Is this possible at the moment? If not: 
(rephrase) “Explore ways to capture energy use data in 
Talent and give yearly report to residents through 
Pacific Power bills or through water bill inserts…” if 
Pacific Power is not cooperative in this – Member 
Bizeau 

Commented [CS34]: May become available on Pacific 
Power website as back-end of smart metering 
becomes more polished - Staff 
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CITY OF TALENT, OREGON 

2018-2038 COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 
CLEAN ENERGY ELEMENT 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

It is now an accepted reality that climate change is upon us. Resolving the challenges it brings 

will require significant changes to our overall approach toward energy. Over the last few years, 

cities around the globe have taken the initiative to change their sources of energy and how they 

use it. Local governments have an indispensable role to play in reducing greenhouse gas 

emissions, in developing the fundamental shape of community transportation systems and 

buildings, in helping individuals make informed choices about their energy use, and in shaping 

local policy to fulfill these roles. 

Talent, Oregon is one of those communities wanting to make a difference. At the request of 

Mayor Darby Ayers-Flood, a group of residents assembled to create a Clean Energy Action Plan, 

with the hope that an adopted action plan would be incorporated into the City’s Comprehensive 

Plan. Following a community envisioning workshop in October 2015, over a dozen volunteers 

came together to develop the Talent Clean Energy Action Plan 2018-2030 CEAP 2030 (see 

Appendix A). To help spearhead the Plan’s efforts, the same volunteers also created a Year One 

Action Plan (see Appendix B).  These volunteers labored over 1,000 hours to consult with subject 

matter experts, other cities and towns, and to do the research that resulted in the creation and 

presentation of the Plan in November of 2016 to the Talent City Council. The fundamental goals 

of the 2030 Plan are to increase energy efficiency in existing and new buildings and to utilize 

renewable energy sources for 100% of Talent’s power to reduce overall energy consumption and 

to increase the resiliency of local power supplies, all while generating local economic activity 

throughout the process. The 2030 Plan contains both clearly implementable, short-term actions 

that can take advantage of existing programs and opportunities, as well as longer-term strategies 

that require substantial research on their respective feasibility.  

Prior to the creation of this document, the City of Talent has already implemented significant 

efforts which embrace the conservation of energy in its operations and infrastructure. These 

efforts include a successful transition of over half of its streetlight supply to LED bulbs, the 

installation of a 15.7 kW solar PV system on the roof of its Community Center facility, an 

enrollment of six of its facilities in the Energy Trust of Oregon’s Strategic Energy Management 

program to realize 5% annual reductions in electricity and gas usage, the acquisition of Talent’s 

first ever public electric vehicle charging station, and two years of committed funding to a full-

Commented [CS1]: “Following a comm envisioning 
workshop…over a dozen volunteers came together to 
develop the CEAP 2030…to kick off the Plan the 
volunteers also developed a Year One Action Plan for 
2017-18 (see appendix B).”  

Commented [CS2]: New paragraph: 
At the time of this document’s adoption, the City of 
Talent has already 
implemented/accomplished/fruition/etc.  

a)SEM 
b)CC solar 
c)LED Streetlight phase-in 
d)EV Charger 
e)2 years of RARE AmeriCorps Participants (maybe 
#3!) 
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time, contracted Resource Assistance for Rural Environments (RARE) AmeriCorps Participant 

working as the City’s Energy Efficiency Coordinator. These actions mark the beginning of a 

long and diligent commitment to greater energy conservation and to the increased use of 

renewable energy.  

The following Energy Element is heavily inspired by the content of the Talent Clean Energy 

Action Plan 2018-2030 and is recognized as the City of Talent’s official policy document for 

implementing the goals and actions of that Plan. With respect for standard planning practice, the 

Talent Energy Element has been written with an intended implementation period of 20 years 

which is why the timeline for the Energy Element’s implementation is not aligned with the 

timeline of the Clean Energy Action Plan that inspired it. 
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POLICY 1: ENERGY EFFICIENCY & CONSERVATION  
(EE&C) 

 

POLICY 1: Energy Efficiency & Conservation (EE&C): It is the policy of the City to reduce 

the consumption of electricity and natural gas by 30% based on 2015 energy consumption levels 

by advancing the adoption of conservation measures and the installation of more efficient 

technologies in existing and new residential, commercial, industrial and municipal buildings.  

 

Objective 1.1: Increase public awareness of and access to existing energy efficiency and 

conservation programs.  

 

Implementation Strategy 1.1a: Educate all Talent residents and businesses on existing 

EE&C programs and resources through effective and appropriate public information 

channels, outlets, presentations and meetings while prioritizing low-income areas and 

manufactured home neighborhoods.  

Implementation Strategy 1.1b: Partner with and support community groups and 

associations in coordinating campaigns and scheduling events to encourage homeowners, 

property and facility managers, renters and landlords to develop plans, identify resources 

and benefits, and implement action to increase EE&C in the residential sector.  

 

Objective 1.2: Demonstrate a commitment to EE&C policy and practice in municipal buildings, 

on City-owned lands, and in City-owned vehicles. 

Implementation Strategy 1.2a: Perform energy audits for City-owned buildings every 

two years to establish energy use benchmarks and report progress to City Council and on 

the City’s website. 

Implementation Strategy 1.2b: Set site-specific goals to reduce energy use in municipal 

buildings that incorporate energy management, efficiency-related upgrades and 

conservation policies. 

Implementation Strategy 1.2c: Transition all municipal buildings and street lighting to 

more energy efficient technologies, such as LED lamps, that adhere to International Dark 

Sky Association lighting recommendations in a financially responsible and timely 

manner.  

Implementation Strategy 1.2d: All new city buildings, or new construction on City-

owned property, will be designed and constructed to achieve net zero site energy, as 

defined by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory.  

Commented [CS3]: (insert) “Reduce energy use by 
30% based on 2015 consumption levels…” – Vice-
Chair Sohl 
--- 
There are no 2015 measurements for fuel oil, propane, 
or gasoline that I am aware of – Staff 
--- 
 

Commented [CS4]: Insert contextual footnote on 2011 
Renewable Energy Assessment conducted by RVCOG 
+ others  

Commented [CS5]: (insert) “…and vehicles.” – Vice-
Chair Sohl 

Commented [CS6]: (insert) “…to City Council and on 
the City’s website.” – Vice-Chair Sohl 
 

Commented [CS7]: (rephrase) “Set site-specific goals 
to reduce energy use in municipal buildings…” – Vice-
Chair Sohl 

Commented [CS8]: (insert) “Work to ensure that all 
current and future outdoor lighting is compliant with 
International Dark Sky Association recommendations… 
…Work toward a goal of making all current and future 
codes and ordinances concerning outdoor lighting are 
compliant with International Dark Sky 
recommendations.” – Member Bizeau 
--- 
(insert) “…in a financially responsible and timely 
manner.” – Vice-Chair Sohl 

Commented [CS9]: (rephrase) “…will be designed 
and constructed…” – Vice-Chair Sohl 
--- 
(remove) “or as close as is feasible” – Vice Chair Sohl 
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Implementation Strategy 1.2e: Conduct a feasibility study regarding the transitioning of 

the municipal motorized vehicle fleet from fossil-fuel power to renewable energy power. 

Implementation Strategy 1.2f: Encourage the Phoenix-Talent school district, and other 

public entities such as the Talent Irrigation District or District 5 Fire Department to set 

goals and policy to reduce energy consumption for each of its buildings that include both 

management, conservation and efficiency upgrades.  

Implementation Strategy 1.2g: Collaborate with Phoenix-Talent school district, and 

other public entities such as the Talent Irrigation District or District 5 Fire Department, to 

identify ways to fund energy conservation and efficiency projects through avenues such 

as the public purpose fund. 

Implementation Strategy 1.2h: Collaborate with the Phoenix-Talent school district, and 

other public entities such as the Talent Irrigation District or District 5 Fire Department, to 

develop methods for regularly monitoring and sharing progress with Talent residents on 

energy and cost savings. Avenues for sharing progress could include articles in the Talent 

News & Review, paper water bill inserts and the City’s website.  

Objective 1.3: Develop and adopt an outdoor lighting ordinance that defines energy efficiency 

exterior lighting standards for all land uses.  

Implementation Strategy 1.3a: Work with appropriate community organizations to 

develop an outdoor lighting ordinance for residential, commercial and municipal land 

uses. Lighting standards may adhere to existing recommendations on energy efficient 

lighting such as the International Dark Sky Association’s outdoor lighting 

recommendations for energy efficient lighting products and practices. 

 

Objective 1.4: Increase efficiency of existing residential, commercial and municipal buildings to 

achieve energy savings of 30% compared to 2015 consumption levels through education, 

retrofits, and renovations. 

 

Implementation Strategy 1.4a: Promote and support outreach, programs and incentives 

to audit existing structures built before 2011 and present cost-benefit analyses of 

implementing energy efficient measures. Additionally, provide relevant financing options 

or no-cost eligibility programs, such as the Low-Income Weatherization Assistance 

program, to audited building owners to encourage the implementation of suggested 

improvements.  

Implementation Strategy 1.4b:  Promote programs and incentives for energy audits in 

existing commercial and industrial buildings and present cost-benefit analyses of 

implementing energy efficient measures with relevant financing options to audited 

building owners to encourage the implementation of suggested improvements. Partner 

Commented [CS10]: (insert) “…the municipal 
motorized vehicle fleet…” – Vice-Chair Sohl 
--- 
(rephrase) “from fossil fuel power to renewable energy 
power” – Vice-Chair Sohl 

Commented [CS11]: (move) IS 1.2g to 1.2f  
Establishing an order of operation: 1.2g is about 
reducing energy while 1.2f is about seeking ways to 
fund the reduction of energy use – Vice-Chair Sohl 

Commented [CS12]: (rephrase) “to fund energy 
conservation and efficiency projects through avenues 
such as the public purpose fund.” – Vice-Chair Sohl 

Commented [CS13]: (insert) Specify here or 
elsewhere exactly HOW information will be shared. 
Suggestions include the T&NR and direct mailing via 
water bill inserts and other direct mailings – Member 
Bizeau 

Commented [CS14]: Member Bizeau was emphatic in 
multiple comments pertaining to IS 1.2c and former IS 
1.3e. 
This new Objective 1.3 is staff’s example of how 
exterior lighting efficiency can be incorporated into the 
Energy Element while simultaneously catalyzing the 
formation of a Dark Sky ordinance for Talent as stated 
in the 2018-19 Council Goals.  

Commented [CS15]: When will the 30% reduction be 
achieved by? Is the City going to assume this is 
possible based on the Talent CEAP 2018-30? How 
was this goal arrived at? Is it based on any scientific 
plan on how a graduated savings of energy use will be 
obtained? Listing a specific percentage is not prudent 
without an accompanying, objective measure of how 
this will be accomplished. – Member Bizeau   
--- 
(rephrase) “Municipal” and/or “residential” and/or 
“commercial” and/or “industrial” – Vice Chair Sohl 

Commented [CS16]: (rephrase) “As-Is” to “existing” – 
Vice Chair Sohl, Member Bizeau 
--- 
Should “existing structures” be more specific to include 
the vintage of house (e.g. existing structures 
constructed before 1990) or the density of structure? – 
Member Bizeau 
--- 
(rephrase) “present cost-benefit analyses for 
implementing energy efficient retrofits…” – Vice Chair 
Sohl 
--- 
(rephrase) “Present relevant financing options to 
audited building owners to aid in the implementation of 
suggested retrofits.” – Staff 
--- ...

Commented [CS17]: (rephrase) Combine IS 1.3b with 
IS 1.3d…they seem very similar 
Vice Chair Sohl 
--- 
(rephrase) “As-Is” to “existing” - Staff 
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with organizations and agencies, such as the Energy Trust of Oregon and the Oregon 

Department of Energy to ensure all Talent businesses learn and know about existing 

energy saving incentives for efficient appliances and other energy saving technologies. 

Implementation Strategy 1.4c: Develop a partnership and outreach program with the 

Talent Chamber of Commerce to promote EE&C practices, programs and resources for 

existing commercial and industrial businesses in Talent. Develop a recognition program 

for businesses who are pursuing energy conservation or efficiency measures and building 

designs, such as interior lighting upgrades, HVAC replacements or exterior lighting 

upgrades that adhere to energy saving lighting standards. Develop objective criteria for 

businesses to be recognized and review business’ activities every two years. Recognition 

could be given with the distribution of a designed physical and digital logo that can be 

placed on the business’ building as a sticker or on the business’ website.  

Implementation Strategy 1.4d: Develop educational materials that would inform 

current homeowners on the potential energy savings of complying with the Oregon 

Residential Specialty Code and the Oregon Reach Code provided by the Oregon Building 

Codes Division. 

Implementation Strategy 1.4g: Work with community groups to implement an 

incandescent-to-LED lightbulb replacement program for residents.  

Implementation Strategy 1.4h: Increase awareness of energy management systems as 

an option for residential and commercial building owners to more effectively track 

energy usage and change use habits accordingly. 
 

Objective 1.5: Encourage building designs that surpass the minimum energy code provisions of 

the current statewide building code for all new construction, including additions. 

Implementation Strategy 1.5a: Support state and national green building certification 

programs by developing educational materials that would be made available to 

developers and builders on the City’s website and in the Community Development office.  

Implementation Strategy 1.5b: Develop an incentive program that encourages 

residential developers and builders to meet the standards and guidelines of state or 

national green building programs that exceed minimum structural code provisions for 

residential energy efficiency mandated by the State of Oregon Building Codes Division 

by granting the developers and builders a reduction in system development charges or a 

density bonus. Building plans that demonstrate compliance with the following green 

building certification programs, or others that satisfy Objective 1.5, will be eligible for 

the incentive program: The Earth Advantage certification program, the Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification program, and the Passive House 

certification program.  

Commented [CS18]: (move) Incorporate IS 1.6d into 
IS 1.3c with language on Talent Chamber of 
Commerce. – Vice Chair Sohl 
--- 
Maybe we need a business-specific section 
(Objective?) – Vice Chair Sohl 
--- 
Great incentive. Recognition program should be public 
– like stickers they can put on their door, logo on their 
website. Make recognition program have objective 
criteria, reviewed every 2 years, for example. Criteria 
could include “LED lighting retrofits, outdoor LED/Dark 
Sky approved outdoor lighting, etc.” – Member Bizeau 
 
Please don’t waste energy by lighting the sky. It would 
be very much of a missed opportunity NOT to fold in 
Dark Sky recommendations for residential, public and 
private businesses. This is important to wildlife as well. 
– Member Bizeau 

Commented [CS19]: Redundant of IS 1.5a below - 
Staff 

Commented [CS20]: (rephrase) “…to implement an 
incandescent-to-LED lightbulb replacement program…” 
– Vice Chair Sohl  
--- 
(move) Place strategy underneath Objective 1.6 
“Encourage reductions of energy use at the residential 
and business levels.” – Vice Chair Sohl 
--- 
(insert) Integrate recommendations from International 
Dark Sky Association (IDA) into residential guidelines 
for LED lights – Member Bizeau 

Commented [CS21]: (moved) Formerly IS 1.5d 
“energy management systems…”, moved into 1.4 
because staff thinks this strategy more closely aligns 
with Objective 1.4 - Staff 
 
Is this strategy necessary in light regional smart 
metering installations? – Vice Chair Sohl 
 
Love this - would this be a partnership with Pacific 
Power and Blue Sky? – Member Bizeau 

Commented [CS22]: Allows for more flexibility of new 
construction while still encouraging above-and-beyond 
efficiency standards - Staff 

Commented [CS23]: (insert) “providing or developing 
educational materials” – Vice Chair Sohl 

Commented [CS24]: Skeptical about how useful this 
will be. Are there ways to make this more specific? – 
Vice Chair Sohl 

Commented [CS25]: Added for specificity -Staff 

Commented [CS26]: For Zac: What would such a 
program look like once it was developed? – Vice Chair 
Sohl 
--- 
Zac’s response: Likely an SDC reduction or granting 
builders with density or height bonuses 
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Implementation Strategy 1.5c: Develop an incentive program that encourages 

commercial developers and builders to meet the standards and guidelines of state or 

national green building programs that exceed minimum structural code provisions for 

residential energy efficiency mandated by the State of Oregon Building Codes Division 

by granting the developers and builders a reduction in system development charges or a 

density bonus. Building plans that demonstrate compliance with the following green 

building certification programs, or others that satisfy Objective 1.5, will be eligible for 

the incentive program: The Green Building Initiative’s Green Globes certification 

program, the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification 

program, the National Green Building Standard, and the Living Building Challenge.  

Implementation Strategy 1.5e: Develop regulations that promote energy conserving site 

designs, including the revision of landscape ordinances to promote the use of strategic 

vegetation planting to aid in energy conservation. 

Objective 1.6: Pursue the objectives of the Talent Housing Element that encourage the 

development of small-scale, affordable dwellings that utilize energy-efficient building materials 

and contribute to land use development patterns that conserve energy. 

 

Implementation Strategy 1.6a: Pursue Objective 3.1b of the Talent Housing Element by 

evaluating the development of a cottage house ordinance.  

Implementation Strategy 1.6b: Pursue Objective 3.1c of the Talent Housing Element by 

evaluating the development of a tiny house ordinance. 

 

Implementation Strategy 1.6c: Pursue Objective 4.5 of the Talent Housing Element by 

developing density bonus regulations that create incentive for housing projects that 

incorporate the use of energy efficient or otherwise environmentally sustainable building 

materials in affordable housing projects. 

 

Objective 1.7: Develop and maintain educational opportunities in various community spaces 

that provide knowledge on how to achieve greater energy efficiency. 

 

Implementation Strategy 1.7a: Work with the Energy Trust of Oregon to provide 

content to residents and business owners with knowledge on how to achieve greater 

energy efficiency in their buildings.  

 

Implementation Strategy 1.7b: Investigate the feasibility of leveraging a sponsorship 

from Energy Trust of Oregon to develop opportunities in public spaces for community 

members to increase their understanding of potential energy savings that can be 

accomplished in their homes. Examples of opportunities include hosting a light bulb cost 

comparison display or a digital kiosk with an internet connection to provide visitors the 

Commented [CS27]: Does this complement the Talent 
Housing Needs Analysis? - Staff 

Commented [CS28]: Staff reviewed the Talent 
Housing Element (G) and found multiple objectives in 
Policy 2, 3 and 4 that seek to encourage the 
development of more affordable housing types 
including small-scale dwellings such as cottage 
clusters and accessory dwelling units (ADUs). 
Implementations strategies found by staff include 
language about:  

a) developing density bonus regulations with 
private/non-profit housing builders,  
b) to streamline the development plan review 
process for ADUs (incentive for greater development 
of housing type), and 
c) The development of ordinances specific to tiny 
homes and cottage-cluster homes. 

- Staff 
-- 
Staff found case studies of space/energy efficient 
residential developments from the Oregon Dept. of 
Transportation and Dept. of Land Conservation and 
Development’s joint Character-Compatible, Space-
Efficient Housing Options for Single-Dwelling 
Neighborhoods report (May 2016) 

-Include cases for ADUs, Cottage Cluster 
developments and others 

Commented [CS29]: Feels like an Objective statement 
– Vice Chair Sohl 

Commented [CS30]: Expand examples of 
opportunities to include “Harvest Festival, Talent 
Library at busiest times, parking lots of busiest 
businesses (e.g. Pump House) – Member Bizeau 

Commented [CS31]: (insert) “…with an internet 
connection…” – Chair Ponomareff 
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opportunity to order Energy Trust’s Energy Saver Kits or to estimate their carbon 

footprint. Locations of displays could include the annual Harvest Festival, the Talent 

Library and parking lots of local businesses, such as the Pump House, at peak customer 

times. 

 

Implementation Strategy 1.7c: Establish an annual procedure to acquire community 

wide energy use data from utility providers and make data accessible to community 

members illustrating a month-to-month breakdown of energy consumption by sector with 

comparison to 2015 energy consumption levels. The illustrative data may be made 

accessible on the City’s website and/or by direct mail through water bill inserts. 

Implementation Strategy 1.7d: Encourage utility providers to develop a system for 

energy end users to compare their energy use to previous years.  

 

 

 

 

Commented [CS32]: (insert) “…or to estimate their 
carbon footprint.” – Chair Ponomareff 

Commented [CS33]: (rephrase) I think it should be at 
least presented annually with a month by month, 
sector by sector breakdown – Vice Chair Sohl 
 
Is this possible at the moment? If not: 
(rephrase) “Explore ways to capture energy use data in 
Talent and give yearly report to residents through 
Pacific Power bills or through water bill inserts…” if 
Pacific Power is not cooperative in this – Member 
Bizeau 

Commented [CS34]: May become available on Pacific 
Power website as back-end of smart metering 
becomes more polished - Staff 
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Committee Agenda Report 
  

 

Meeting Date: July 30, 2018 Primary Staff Contact:  Connor Shields  

Department: Community Development E-Mail:  cshields@cityoftalent.org 

Staff Recommendation:  See Below 
 

Estimated Time:  
 

5 Minutes  

 

ISSUE BEFORE THE COMMITTEE 
Informational items for suggested Policy 2 language changes 
 
BACKGROUND 
Committee members requested that staff perform additional research to find a general definition for 
community solar projects in Oregon. Additionally, staff was asked to identify any legal or otherwise official 
definitions for solar system sizes (e.g. small-scale, medium-scale, etc.). Staff reached out to Bridget Callahan 
of Sustainable Northwest to get help in finding these definitions. The two documents immediately following 
this report were provided to staff by Ms. Callahan and represent staff’s research findings in pursuit of the 
definitions mentioned above.  
 
Senate Bill 1547’s definition of community solar was used in the first footnote of Policy 2 to explain the 
term as it is currently used in Objective 2.2. Staff recalled a conversation with Vice Chair Sohl about not 
limiting the definition of community solar to the Community Solar program established by the Senate Bill 
and Vice Chair Sohl’s concern was not forgotten. The reason that the S.B. 1547 definition was still used is 
because this definition was deemed generic enough to describe multiple community solar project models. 
Page 12 of the Senate Bill immediately follows this report and contains the definition used in the current 
Policy 2 draft of the Energy Element. Staff believes that this definition is the most recent and accessible 
legal definition of community solar within Oregon.  
 
The Public Utility Commission’s Ruling #603 is the Commission’s decision on an initial bill credit rate of 
the Community Solar program (enacted by S.B. 1547) and provides a vague definition of “small” solar 
projects. Ms. Callahan of Sustainable Northwest pointed staff to this document because it was the only legal 
definition for renewable energy system size that she was able to find. The Ruling defines small solar projects 
as having a capacity of 360kW or less. Staff has included page 14 of the PUC document which contains this 
language. 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
RELATED COUNCIL POLICIES 
N/A 
 
POTENTIAL MOTIONS 
N/A 
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ATTACHMENT(s) 
 

Exhibit A – S.B. 1547 Oregon Community Solar Program legislation (pg. 14)  
 
Exhibit B – Public Utility Commission AR 603 (pg. 12) 
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(b) A return on investment allowed under this subsection may be earned for a period of

time that does not exceed the depreciation schedule of the investment approved by the

commission. When an electric company’s investment is fully depreciated, the commission

may authorize the electric company to donate the electric vehicle charging infrastructure

to the owner of the property on which the infrastructure is located.

(6) For purposes of ORS 757.355, electric vehicle charging infrastructure provides utility

service to the customers of an electric company.

(7) In authorizing programs described in subsection (3) of this section, the commission

shall review data concerning current and future adoption of electric vehicles and utilization

of electric vehicle charging infrastructure. If market barriers unrelated to the investment

made by an electric company prevent electric vehicles from adequately utilizing available

electric vehicle charging infrastructure, the commission may not permit additional invest-

ments in transportation electrification without a reasonable showing that the investments

would not result in long-term stranded costs recoverable from the customers of electric

companies.

SECTION 21. For purposes of section 20 of this 2016 Act, electric vehicle charging and

related infrastructure must be installed on or after July 1, 2016.

SOLAR PROGRAM

(Community Solar Projects)

SECTION 22. (1) For purposes of this section:

(a) “Community solar project” means one or more solar photovoltaic energy systems that

provide owners and subscribers the opportunity to share the costs and benefits associated

with the generation of electricity by the solar photovoltaic energy systems.

(b) “Electric company” has the meaning given that term in ORS 757.600.

(c) “Owner” means a customer of an electric company who has proportionate ownership

of part of a community solar project, such as direct ownership of one or more solar panels

or shared ownership of the infrastructure of the community solar project.

(d) “Project manager” means the entity identified as having responsibility for managing

the operation of a community solar project and, if applicable, for maintaining contact with

the electric company that procures electricity from the community solar project. A project

manager may be:

(A) An electric company; or

(B) An independent third party.

(e) “Solar photovoltaic energy system” means equipment and devices that have the pri-

mary purpose of collecting solar energy and generating electricity by photovoltaic effect.

(f) “Subscriber” means a customer of an electric company who proportionately leases

part of a community solar project for a minimum of 10 years.

(2)(a) The Public Utility Commission shall establish by rule a program for the procure-

ment of electricity from community solar projects. As part of the program, the commission

shall:

(A) Adopt rules prescribing what qualifies a community solar project to participate in the

program;

(B) Certify qualified community solar projects for participation in the program;

(C) Prescribe the form and manner by which project managers may apply for certif-

ication under the program; and

(D) Require, by rule or order, electric companies to enter into a 20-year power purchase

agreement with a certified community solar project.

(b) The commission shall adopt rules under paragraph (a)(A) of this subsection that, at

a minimum:

(A) Incentivize consumers of electricity to be owners or subscribers;

Enrolled Senate Bill 1547 (SB 1547-B) Page 14
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ORDER NO.

The proposed rules allow project managers to elect whether to create and retire renewable energy

certificates. Some stakeholders comment that all projects should be required to create and retire

renewable energy certificates. Others argue that participants should be able to sell renewable

energy certificates. Staff agrees in its final comments that it may be too cumbersome for some

projects to register to create and retire renewable energy credits. Staff remains firm, however,

that if renewable energy credits are created, they should remain with participants or be retired on

behalf of participants and not be eligible for sale to a third-party.

Resolution: We require registration of projects with the Western Renewable Energy Generation

Information System (WREGIS). We recognize, however, the need to balance accountability for

claims to attributes and administrative ease for small projects so we will allow the project

manager of a small project (360 kilowatts or less) to apply for waiver of the WREGIS

registration requirement during pre-certification.

K. Program Evaluation and Public Input

The proposed rules provide for an advisory group to assist Staff's evaluation of the program.

The group would meet at least every six months with Staff. Although this type of group is not

contemplated in the statute, this concept was developed in the Staff-led process and had much

support.

The proposed rules also require Staff to evaluate the program at least annually and, as part of this

evaluation, consider certain program elements.

Resolution: We do not adopt the concept of a formal advisory group. We instead expressly

incorporate into the rules outlining Staffs evaluation process the requirement to consider public

comment.

We recognize that stakeholders and the electric companies have already contributed much to the

development of these rules and we intend to continue to utilize this input as we unplement this

program. Nonetheless, we are concerned that creating a formal advisory group has the potential

to unnecessarily complicate the public process and could potentially hinder future program

development (for example, if it proved challenging to retain the various members required by the

proposed rules).

In the rules, we direct Staff to periodically conduct a public workshop and to periodically present

a report based on input from these workshops and other relevant information. During this initial

phase, we instruct Staff to convene a workshop at least every six months from the date of this

order through the date of adoption of the program implementation manual. We direct Staff to

provide an initial evaluation and report within one year from the program launch, and we will set

expectations for further report frequency at that time.

12
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POLICY 2: ENERGY GENERATION  
 

POLICY 2: Energy Generation:  It is the policy of the City to encourage the acquisition of 

clean and renewable energy sources that help Talent reach 100% independence from fossil-fuel 

energy sources by 2038 while attempting to keep energy prices affordable and preserving our 

rural quality of life.  

Objective 2.1: Provide ongoing information and guidance to residents and business owners city 

residents about the values and benefits of renewable energy including such things as practical 

tools for implementation. 

  

 

Implementation Strategy 2.1a: Seek and develop a collaborative relationship with 

public, private and volunteer groups across Jackson County to develop resources and 

opportunities for the public and businesses to learn about the costs and benefits of 

renewable energy (e.g. solar power) including traditional and creative financing models 

(e.g. tax credits, power purchase agreements, revolving loan funds). Partner organizations 

may include the Rogue Valley Council of Governments (RVCOG), other incorporated 

municipalities, Jackson County Health and Human Services, businesses, Rogue Climate, 

Southern Oregon Climate Action Now (SOCAN), and the Energy Trust of Oregon. 

 

Implementation Strategy 2.1b: Encourage and, if necessary, provide appropriate 

support to the Phoenix-Talent school district’s Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, 

and Mathematics (STEAM) program to create and make available educational resources 

on the environmental and economic benefits of renewable energy to all STEAM-enrolled 

students.   

 

Implementation Strategy 2.1c: Encourage the Phoenix-Talent school district to develop 

elementary, junior-high, and high school curricula on common renewable energy 

technologies and the associated environmental benefits of clean energy generation.  

 

Implementation Strategy 2.1dec: Regularly inform, at least annually, City Council and 

the community on progress towards greater acquisition of clean and renewable energy 

sources in Talent using appropriate public information channels. 

 

Implementation Strategy 2.1e: Provide step-by-step guidance to city residents and 

business owners who are seeking assistance on how to develop renewable energy 

projects. 

 

Objective 2.2: Encourage the creationFoster the creation of community solar1 projects.  of a 

system of community power (e.g. solar) so that renewable energy is available to all residents 

regardless of income levels. 

1 As stated in Senate Bill 1547, the 78th Oregon Legislative Assembly defines community solar as “one or more solar photovoltaic energy 

systems that provide owners and subscribers the opportunity to share the costs and benefits associated with the generation of electricity by the 

solar photovoltaic energy systems”. This definition is being used for its generality. In the context of this document, ‘community solar’ is being 

Commented [CS1]: (insert) “by 2030”– Chair 
Ponomareff 
-- 
During the drafting phase of this document, Zac 
cautioned against using the time lines mentioned in the 
Clean Energy Action Plan since the timeline of the 
Comp Plan is different. Offering 2038 to reflect the 
timeline of this document. - Staff 

Commented [CS2]: (for all Imp Strategies) “Strongly 
emphasize the importance or partnering with other 
stakeholders who can be invited and encouraged to 
work together—both public, private and volunteers…all 
the incorporated towns of Jackson County…Health and 
Human Services, Rogue Climate, Southern Oregon 
Climate Action Now (SOCAN), major businesses in the 
valley, Energy Trust of Oregon” – Member Bizeau 

Commented [CS3]: “Change from ‘encourage’ to 
‘investigate’ or ‘study’ – Member Bizeau 

Commented [CS4]: “Define ‘community power’” – 
Member Bizeau 

Commented [CS5]: Adjust language to be more 
realistic – Member Bizeau 
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Implementation Strategy 2.2a: Investigate the feasibility of the City providing partial 

financing for a cooperatively-owned community solar project that demonstrates the 

ability of community solar to remove physical and financial barriers for homeowners and 

businesses to owning and directly benefitting from solar power generation.  

 

Implementation Strategy 2.2b: Identify potential sites (e.g. vacant commercial lots, 

commercial roofs, mobile home lots, parking lots, etc.) as suitable sites locations for 

community solar installations and, if appropriate, consider the amendment of zoning 

codes to accommodate developments.  

 

Implementation Strategy 2.2cb: Determine Investigate the legal requirements and 

feasibility of administering developing and administering a subscriber-based energy 

purchase and distribution systemcommunity solar project complying with State 

regulations to ensure that energy power produced from community solar projects  is 

allocated to participating residents, including low- and moderate-income residents. If 

appropriatefeasible, implement such a systemproject.  

 

Implementation Strategy 2.2d: Perform a feasibility assessment for the creation of an 

energy storage facility, or multiple facilities, that would store energy produced by 

community solar systems. Such a facility would be intended to provide power to all 

project subscribers during periods of low energy production from solar arrays and during 

power outages. 

 

Implementation Strategy 2.2ed: Partner with local Solarize2 projects to provide 

community members with information on the benefits of community solar projects, 

common financing models, and required pre-development processes.  

 

Implementation Strategy 2.2fe: Consider providing financial support to local Solarize 

projects who want to support community solar installations in Talent. 

 

Implementation Strategy 2.2c: Perform a feasibility assessment for the creation of a 

utility-scale energy storage facility that would store energy produced by community solar 

installations. Such a facility would provide power during periods of low energy 

production from renewable sources (e.g. solar, wind) and during power outages. It would 

also allow the City to purchase power during low-cost time periods. 

Implementation Strategy 2.2ged: Determine the solar energy generation potential of 

Talent by identifying all possible locations (residential, businesses, land) for solar panels 

that comply with applicable building codes and zoning codes.   

 

Implementation Strategy 2.2hfe: Work with electric and gas utilities utilitiesto develop 

opportunities that help the City achieve greater use of renewable energy technologies. 

 

used as a broad term to describe all project models that are legal in the state of Oregon. This term is not solely describing the Community Solar 

program enacted by Senate Bill 1547. 
2 Grassroot group-purchasing model that enable residents or businesses to collectively identify a solar installer and 

secure a discounted rate on the purchase and installation of solar arrays.  

Commented [CS6]: “Define ‘’ – who would own these 
and who would control them. At least a simple 
definition is needed here” -Member Bizeau 

Commented [CS7]: “Are you talking about a sliding 
scale for utilities based on income…is this for 
electricity? Equally available for all residents? Both 
citizens and non-citizens? This will be brought up by 
some members of the public? What is precedent for 
this…?” -Member Bizeau 

Commented [CS8]: Suggested footnote describing 
what such a system looks like – Chair Ponomareff 

Commented [CS9]: Suggested footnote describing the 
threshold for ‘utility-scale’ vs. ‘community scale’. Start 
with definitions from Talent Clean Energy Action Plan – 
Chair Ponomareff 

Commented [CS10]: Removed due to the term’s 
implications of utility ownership and/or selling of power 
to utility per the Solar Energy Industries Association’s 
definition of “Utility-scale solar power”: 
“What distinguishes utility-scale solar from distributed 
generation is project size and the fact that the 
electricity is sold to wholesale utility buyers, not end-
use consumers.”  
 
--Staff 

Commented [CS11]: Suggested footnote describing 
the threshold for ‘utility-scale’ vs. ‘community scale’. 
Start with definitions from Talent Clean Energy Action 
Plan – Chair Ponomareff 
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Implementation Strategy 2.2igf: Prioritize the transition of all City property, including 

buildings, vehicles, etc., to utilize clean, renewable energy. 

 

Implementation Strategy 2.2jhg: Identify grants or other funding sources to assist the 

participation of low- and moderate-income households in renewable energy projects. 

 

Objective 2.3:  Facilitate the use of renewable energy generation technologies in new residential 

and commercial developments. in a way that can complement Talent’s housing needs as stated in 

Talent’s Housing Needs Analysis. 

 

Implementation Strategy 2.3a: Develop an incentive program for program to 

incentivize  developers to include “solar-ready” designs in their development plans.  

 

Implementation Strategy 2.3b: Develop a program to incentivizean incentive program 

for developers to include “electric vehicle (EV)-ready” designs in their development 

plans. 

 

Implementation Strategy 2.3c: Determine the solar energy generation potential of 

Talent by identifying all possible locations (residential, businesses, land) for solar panels 

that comply with applicable building codes and zoning codes.   

 

Implementation Strategy 2.3d: Work with utilities to develop opportunities that help 

the City achieve greater use of renewable energy technologies. 

 

Implementation Strategy 2.3e: Prioritize the transition of all City property, including 

buildings, vehicles, etc., to utilize clean, renewable energy. 

 

Implementation Strategy 2.3f: Identify grants or other funding sources to assist the 

participation of low- and moderate-income households in renewable energy projects. 

 

Objective 2.4:  Develop a procedure policy to ensure that new and renewed energy projects or 

contracts, both public and private, are consistent with the Energy Element of the Comprehensive 

Plan.  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Commented [CS12]: Seems that IS 2.3c-2.3f are not 
specific to new developments (as stated in Obj. 2.3) 
and might be better categorized under Obj. 2.2 – Chair 
Ponomareff 

Commented [CS13]: Encouraging developers to 
construct buildings that are PV- and EV-ready adds to 
initial costs. Likely incentives would only be able to 
reduce planning or development fees levied by the City 
and may not counter the additional costs of solar-ready 
and EV-ready designs. These strategies are great for 
increasing the energy conservation and renewable 
generation of new developments in Talent. However, 
encouraging developers to spend more on new 
developments is not a suitable strategy for addressing 
housing needs (increasing supply). -Staff 
-- 
IS 2.3a and 2.3b may belong in Policy 1 under 
Objective 1.5 -Staff 

Commented [CS14]: Change “policy” to “procedure” – 
Member Bizeau 
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POLICY 2: ENERGY GENERATION  
 

POLICY 2: Energy Generation:  It is the policy of the City to encourage the acquisition of 

clean and renewable energy sources that help Talent reach 100% independence from fossil-fuel 

energy sources by 2038 while attempting to keep energy prices affordable and preserving our 

rural quality of life.  

Objective 2.1: Provide ongoing information and guidance to residents and business owners 

about the values and benefits of renewable energy including practical tools for implementation. 

 

Implementation Strategy 2.1a: Seek and develop a collaborative relationship with 

public, private and volunteer groups across Jackson County to develop resources and 

opportunities for the public and businesses to learn about the costs and benefits of 

renewable energy (e.g. solar power) including traditional and creative financing models 

(e.g. tax credits, power purchase agreements, revolving loan funds). Partner organizations 

may include the Rogue Valley Council of Governments (RVCOG), other incorporated 

municipalities, Jackson County Health and Human Services, businesses, Rogue Climate, 

Southern Oregon Climate Action Now (SOCAN), and the Energy Trust of Oregon. 

 

Implementation Strategy 2.1b: Encourage and, if necessary, provide appropriate 

support to the Phoenix-Talent school district’s Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, 

and Mathematics (STEAM) program to create and make available educational resources 

on the environmental and economic benefits of renewable energy to all STEAM-enrolled 

students.   

 

Implementation Strategy 2.1c: Encourage the Phoenix-Talent school district to develop 

elementary, junior-high, and high school curricula on common renewable energy 

technologies and the associated environmental benefits of clean energy generation. 

 

Implementation Strategy 2.1d: Regularly inform, at least annually, City Council and 

the community on progress towards greater acquisition of clean and renewable energy 

sources in Talent using appropriate public information channels. 

 

Implementation Strategy 2.1e: Provide step-by-step guidance to city residents and 

business owners who are seeking assistance on how to develop renewable energy 

projects. 

 

Objective 2.2: Foster the creation of community solar1 projects.  

 

Implementation Strategy 2.2a: Investigate the feasibility of the City providing partial 

financing for a cooperatively-owned community solar project that demonstrates the 

1 As stated in Senate Bill 1547, the 78th Oregon Legislative Assembly defines community solar as “one or more solar photovoltaic energy 

systems that provide owners and subscribers the opportunity to share the costs and benefits associated with the generation of electricity by the 

solar photovoltaic energy systems”. This definition is being used for its generality. In the context of this document, ‘community solar’ is being 

used as a broad term to describe all project models that are legal in the state of Oregon. This term is not solely describing the Community Solar 

program enacted by Senate Bill 1547. 

Commented [CS1]: (insert) “by 2030”– Chair 
Ponomareff 
-- 
During the drafting phase of this document, Zac 
cautioned against using the time lines mentioned in the 
Clean Energy Action Plan since the timeline of the 
Comp Plan is different. Offering 2038 to reflect the 
timeline of this document. - Staff 

Commented [CS2]: (for all Imp Strategies) “Strongly 
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ability of community solar to remove physical and financial barriers for homeowners and 

businesses to owning and directly benefitting from solar power generation.  

 

Implementation Strategy 2.2b: Identify potential sites (e.g. vacant commercial lots, 

commercial roofs) as suitable locations for community solar installations and, if 

appropriate, consider the amendment of zoning codes to accommodate developments.  

 

Implementation Strategy 2.2c: Investigate the legal requirements and feasibility of 

developing and administering a subscriber-based community solar project complying 

with State regulations to ensure that power produced from community solar projects is 

allocated to participating residents. If feasible, implement such a project. 

Implementation Strategy 2.2d: Perform a feasibility assessment for the creation of an 

energy storage facility, or multiple facilities, that would store energy produced by 

community solar systems. Such a facility would be intended to provide power to all 

project subscribers during periods of low energy production from solar arrays and during 

power outages. 

 

Implementation Strategy 2.2e: Partner with local Solarize2 projects to provide 

community members with information on the benefits of community solar projects, 

common financing models, and required pre-development processes.  

 

Implementation Strategy 2.2f: Consider providing financial support to local Solarize 

projects who want to support community solar installations in Talent. 

 

Implementation Strategy 2.2g: Determine the solar energy generation potential of 

Talent by identifying all possible locations (residential, businesses, land) for solar panels 

that comply with applicable building codes and zoning codes.   

 

Implementation Strategy 2.2h: Work with electric and gas utilities to develop 

opportunities that help the City achieve greater use of renewable energy technologies. 

 

Implementation Strategy 2.2i: Prioritize the transition of all City property, including 

buildings, vehicles, etc., to utilize clean, renewable energy. 

 

Implementation Strategy 2.2j: Identify grants or other funding sources to assist the 

participation of low- and moderate-income households in renewable energy projects. 

 

Objective 2.3:  Facilitate the use of renewable energy generation technologies in new residential 

and commercial developments.  

 

Implementation Strategy 2.3a: Develop an incentive program for developers to include 

“solar-ready” designs in their development plans.  

 

2 Grassroot group-purchasing model that enable residents or businesses to collectively identify a solar installer and 

secure a discounted rate on the purchase and installation of solar arrays.  

Commented [CS3]: “Define ‘’ – who would own these 
and who would control them. At least a simple 
definition is needed here” -Member Bizeau 
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Implementation Strategy 2.3b: Develop an incentive program for developers to include 

“electric vehicle (EV)-ready” designs in their development plans. 

 

Objective 2.4:  Develop a procedure to ensure that energy projects or contracts, both public and 

private, are consistent with the Energy Element of the Comprehensive Plan.  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Commented [CS8]: Change “policy” to “procedure” – 
Member Bizeau 
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POLICY 3: ENERGY RESILIENCY  
 

POLICY 3: Energy Resiliency: Identify and acquire renewable energy sources and storage 

options for City and Talent residents such as solar, wind, and other feasible sources that are 

reliable in times of power outage, lower energy costs and that increase market stability for 

ratepayers. 

  

Objective 3.1: Educate Talent residents and business owners on the benefits of having 

renewable energy as a reliable back-up source. 

 

Implementation Strategy 3.1a: Partner with knowledgeable community organizations to 

develop resources that explain the benefits of having alternative energy systems in place 

when utility energy is not available. 

 

Implementation Strategy 3.1b: Identify effective public channels for communicating 

informative resources with Talent residents and business owners.  

  

Objective 3.2: Diversify energy sources and locations of sources in Talent to reduce community 

dependence on utility-provided energy sources.  

Implementation Strategy 3.2a: Conduct land use analysis for potential siting of 

clustered renewable energy systems, such as solar, to act as micro-grids for community-

scale energy generation. 

Implementation Strategy 3.2b: Identify the financial feasibility of contracting an 

interconnection study for micro-grid developments to provide supplemental power to 

Talent residents and businesses. 

 

Implementation Strategy 3.2c: Identify the financial and legal feasibility of 

participating in an alternative regional energy grid such as the Bonneville Power 

Administration. 

 

Objective 3.3: Develop local backup energy sources for critical publicly owned facilities to 

supplement power in times of short term power outage. 

 

Implementation Strategy 3.3a: Research financial feasibility of developing local 

backup energy sources at publicly-owned facilities to provide supplemental power in 

times of power outage.  

Implementation Strategy 3.3b: Adopt new, amended Emergency Operations Plan with 

new policies ensuring that all publicly-owned buildings have site-specific backup energy 

plans that primarily utilize local renewable energy sources. 

 

Objective 3.4: Develop local energy storage capacity for employing supplemental power in 

times of power outage and for providing power during peak (expensive) times. 

Commented [CS1]: “Can we be more 
descriptive/specific with regard to the phrase: ‘clustered 
renewable energy systems’? Are we only talking about 
solar here?” 

-Chair Ponomareff 
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 Implementation Strategy 3.4a: Conduct a feasibility assessment for the development of 

local energy storage systems for the energy usage of the Talent community to supplement 

the energy use of the city of Talent during high peak times.   

Implementation Strategy 3.4b: Evaluate the construction of an energy storage site that 

can be used during peak hours, reducing the cost of energy for the city. 
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POLICY 4: LOCAL ECONOMY  
 

POLICY 4: Local Economy: Strengthen Talent's local economy by keeping dollars spent and 

dollars saved on energy in Talent. Define local priority as within 1) City of Talent, 2) Jackson 

County, 3) adjacent counties.  

 

Objective 4.1: Conduct an Energy Economic Opportunity Analysis (EEOA) of local 

opportunities for energy conservation, efficiency and generation.  

 

Implementation Strategy 4.1a: Calculate the potential economic benefits of 

implementing the Energy Element, including costs savings and the economic value of 

local employment. 

 

Objective 4.2: Attract sustainable businesses to invest in Talent. 

 

Implementation 4.2a: Incentivize building zones, permits, or zoning policies for 

sustainable businesses and developments that are consistent in practice with the Talent 

Comprehensive Plan and specifically the Housing Needs Analysis.  

 

Objective 4.3: Recognize Talent businesses that are leaders in clean energy and energy 

efficiency.  

 

Implementation 4.3a: Work with the Talent Chamber of Commerce to develop and 

identify businesses that are leaders in clean energy or energy efficiency through a 

developed voluntary certification program.  

 

Objective 4.4:  Create a Talent Public Utility District.  

 

Implementation Strategy 4.4a: Conduct a Feasibility analysis to determine the 

appropriateness for Talent of creating a PUD. 

 

Implementation Strategy 4.4b: If the feasibility analysis is positive, initiate the legal 

process for PUD formation as defined by Oregon Law xxxxxxx. 

 

Implementation Strategy 4.4c: If approved by the voters, create the Talent (or 

appropriate) Utility District to assume Pacific Power assets. Identify an adequate 

administrating body to distribute energy to Talent residents and process collection of 

payments. 

 

Implementation Strategy 4.4ef: Procure primary, backup and/or peak power for Talent 

from the Bonneville Power Administration project as a rural community. 

 

Objective 4.5:  Prioritize local businesses and energy suppliers for renewable energy 

development and efficiency projects and support “High Road Standards” in construction 

contracts.   
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Implementation Strategy 4.5a: Design a scoring evaluation process for choosing 

contracts for energy-related projects which assigns higher value to local businesses 

and/or local labor.  

 

Objective 4.6: Encourage the development of a skilled energy workforce in Talent. 

 

Implementation Strategy 4.6a: Partner with regional higher education institutions, local 

unions, Talent Maker City, and STEAM programs in the Phoenix - Talent school district 

to promote apprenticeship programs. 

Implementation Strategy 4.6b: Partner with community groups who advocate for 

increased workforce training opportunities in Talent especially for communities that have 

historically not been included in the trades, especially women and people of color.  

Implementation Strategy 4.6c: Develop an incentive program for businesses that offer 

apprenticeship / training programs for clean energy and energy efficiency work by 

offering expedited planning review for their projects.  
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